
Dossier Lubrification du Moteur 5HP  

1 – Pompe a Huile par Ph. Burnier 

 

2 - Modification of vanes / insertion of a spring (with lighter)  

Excerpt from the blog of Gege / Andre Charon 
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Michel_moteur_A/Pompe%20à%20huile/index.html 

 

"In blue, the sucked-in oil, in red the expelled oil. Michel has added a tiny spring between the vanes, so that they are pressed 
against the housing faces even at low speed, when the centrifugal force is not yet sufficient ... » 

At start-up, the pump always gives the necessary centrifugal force to press the vanes, without having to increase the speed to 
obtain the necessary centrifugal force. 

 



3 – Rebuilding the oil pump   

Excerpt from the blog of Gege / Andre Charon Pompe a huile « B »  ,  
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Michel_moteur_A/Pompe%20à%20huile%20B/index.html 

 

Sunday 27 January 2013 

Michel is still not satisfied with the flow rate of the oil pump of engine A. He thinks that the bottom of the rotor housing is 
insufficiently ground, which causes leaks that are detrimental to the flow rate. Before resuming this rectification, he went with 
the pump of engine "B" to his friend's house to do the rectification on a digital control machine, more precise than the ones he 
has at home. 

Previously, he had re-bushed the pump cover (which had already been re-bushed in a previous life of the engine), where the 
rotor axis passes through. He let the bushing protrude slightly inside. 

The rotor is less worn than that of pump "A" (he had to redo it) . In this case he has only slightly rectified the diameter passing 
through the bushing, and the bearing face of the rotor against the bottom of the pump cover:  

 

On the pump cover, the housing of the "plug" (which will be remanufactured) has been slightly widened and cut to the same 
depth as the grinding of the pump bottom machined to a hundredth. (This same work will be carried out later on pump "A"). 
The rotor housing has been very slightly "smoothed", without attacking the point where the rotor is strictly tangent to the 
housing. In the case of pump "A", there was too much play on the original rotor at this point of tangency, hence the need to 
remanufacture a complete new rotor. 

   

 

 



4- Oil flow to rear bearing / troughs and distribution 

Excerpt from the blog of Gege / Andre Charon : 
http://horta.ulb.ac.be/gvg/Andre/Michel_moteur_A/Remontage%20et%20ajustage/index.html#090113 

During the reassembly of the "A" engine of their 5HP, Gégé and friends identified a defect of conception / realization in the 
lubrication of the engine due to an excessive flow of oil towards the rear bearing causing a deficit towards the front: troughs 
and lubrication tube of the distribution gears:  

 

The front bearing is greased by gravity by the oil projected by the spoons and recovered by a bucket. 

 

The rear bearing is greased at the same time: 

- like the front bearing by gravity thanks to the oil thrown by the spoons and recovered by a bucket.  

- and by the oil coming from the oil pump (below) through a vertical duct.   

 

 

 



« Wednesday, January 09, 2013   Michel rightly finds that the oil "pressure" (or rather the oil flow rate) decreases sharply as 
you move away from the pump (rear of the engine, flywheel side) and is finally very low on the timing side (front of the engine). 
In addition, strong unexpected splashes (see previous video at 2:28) appear, coming from the "bucket" overhanging the 
crankshaft in the block, which normally has to be filled from above by the oil thrown by the spoons in order to lubricate the two 
bearings by gravity (as for the front bearing, see video at 2:20 and diagram below). In short, it seems to work "upside down". 

And the explanation for the excessive overflow of the bucket and the oil splashes is found : in addition to sending oil to the 4 
buckets and the front of the engine, the pump sends the oil upwards through the conduit, then through the flat of the external 
bearing, then through the 2.72 mm gap, to finally open into the bucket ! … Il nous semble donc que le diamètre du conduit 
vertical (6 mm, section 28 mm2) est excessif (voire même inutile) et affaiblit trop le débit vers les augets. (et  vers le tuyau de 
cuivre lubrifiant la distribution) 

Michel is going to machine a nozzle (2 mm diameter, section 3,14 mm2) inserted in the duct, and check that the oil flow in front 
of the engine has increased... The lubrication of the rear bearings should remain amply sufficient.. 

    

… the engineer who imagined the lubrication of these engines had strange, convoluted and contradictory ideas .... 

Michel drilled the pipes feeding the troughs, and inserted tubes of increasing diameter starting from the oil pump (rear of the 
engine) and going towards the distribution (front) : from 2.5 mm to 3 mm in order to balance the flow rates ...   » 

 

   

  

 

 

 



5 - Lubrication of the Timing Gears (internal / external) 

Re: distribution   c3 on Thu May 31 2012, 17:41 

This is a modification that is proposed by Mr. Duvoid in the Drome. I'm not convinced of its efficiency on the long term, because 
by diverting the oil on the equivalent of a 5th trough, it amounts to reducing the quantity of oil in each trough by a quarter of 
their capacity... and the consequences that we imagine, on a hill, on the cylinder n° 1 

Re: restauration trefle C3   Jean-Marc Sabouraud lon Sun 09 Dec 2012, 10:55 am 

On one of your pictures, I see a copper tube that connects the oil pan to the magneto drive shaft housing. Does it mean that the 
lubrication of the worm gear is bad? How does the oil get up there? I don't find this tube in the spare parts list or in the 
documentation or pictures of the engine 

Re: restauration trefle C3   Trefle12  on Mon 10 Dec 2012, 11:36 AM 

You can't find this tube because it's not the original assembly, it's an external adaptation that I made.  

to improve the lubrication of the magneto drive and distribution pinion. 

Originally there are 2 assemblies, the first one: 

 
there is no lubrication tube which raises the oil and the lubrication is done only by the oil vapours. 

The lubrication must have been bad because they made a modification and a second assembly. 
 
The second assembly : they added an internal lubrication tube to lubricate the distribution gear 

 
I had the first type of assembly, so I only reproduced the second assembly  externally with a copper tube recovered from an old 
coffee machine. and by connecting on the end cap of the lubrication line (bolt on the right) then by feeding oil above the 
distribution  magneto gear. 
 



 
Then  I made the modification (spring between vanes ) on the oil pump so that it delivers at idle and I think it's strong enough 
to feed everything. 
 
 

  Jean-Marc Sabouraud on Mon, 10 Dec 2012, 11:47 AM 

OK, I get it. Very ingenious because there is no hole on the top of the worm housing. 

On my side, I did not open this part there so I do not know what is my assembly.  

Do you know from which serial number the second assembly, with integrated lubrication, appeared? 

 

Re: restauration trefle C3   Trefle12  on Mon 10 Dec 2012, 13:10 

The problems I encountered while making this modification: 

-Regarding the hole on the crankcase because there is not much thickness of aluminum. 

be careful, the threads are going to be pretty brittle, but it doesn't need to be sealed , too tight. It's just a holding and guiding 
function we want here. 

The rigidity of the copper tube and the strong clamping of the other end is enough. 

-Inside the magneto pinion passes close enough to the housing, so it is better to put a guide  in brass screwed on the housing 
cut to the right thickness and which serves as an internal stop for the copper tube and prevent it from touching the pinion 
inside. 

if you have a problem to realize it I will make you a more precise picture. 

but can you think of another system? 

however, as far as the number from which the two different assemblies ... ??I don't know. 

 
  

Re: "ma petite folie suite"   André Charon   Sat 12 Jan 2013, 16:14 

..., indeed, to be Spartan this engine  is Spartan !. But it's still a bit twisted because you notice on the little movies in the site, 
that the oil spurts abundantly through the bearing on the pump side while the other side is almost dry. I think that the pinches 
on the brass tubing inserted in the holes leading to the troughs are meant to solve the problem. But this remains empirical 
hence my questions to make this a little controllable. On the 5hp Forum I saw a system that you present in " trefle c3 
restoration" , which consists of an outer tube that brings oil to the magneto axle pinion. Is it an adaptation seen at Citroën or a 
DIY  system? 

 



 

 

Re: "ma petite folie suite"   Trefle12 

 on Saturday, 12 Jan 2013, 17:11 

 Concerning the improvement of the engine lubrication, you are right and I share your idea. 

limiting the oil supply to the rear bearing by means of a nozzle on its supply will inevitably increase the oil flow on the other 
outlets, i.e. the feeding of the troughs. 

In any case, the rear bearing is greased in excess, that's for sure, so there is no risk of seizing. 

 

Why not also if you want to increase the flow on buckets 2 and 1 also think about the installation of two reducing nozzles on 
troughs 4 and 3, this will further increase the flow on the final lubrication tube to magneto gears. 

The whole lubrication line has to be recalculated to mount nozzles , but at what speed?? 

"pump flow = sum of the requested filling volumes, not simple history " 

Can you do that? 

 

As for me, I didn't ask myself all these questions, I rebuilt the oil pump and added the modification of the vanes spring and 
added this copper tube from the outside which is supposed to bring some oil to the front.(hypothetical) 

I can't say anything, I don't know if it works, I'm waiting for the dynamo pulley to start. 

but I doubt very much that this little vane pump has enough flow to push the oil exedent that far.(at high rpm maybe). 

I'll do the test and keep you informed. 

 

Re: "ma petite folie suite"   Trefle12 le Sam 12 Jan 2013, 17:23 

the system already existed (Duvoid ) but not of citroen origin it is an adaptation as you can see on the photo, I just replaced the 
plastic tube by a copper tube. 

   

 

 

 

 



6 - MAINTENANCE AND LUBRICATION INSTRUCTIONS    

 http://www.citroen-5hp.ch/fr/ser/index.html 

 

The main factor on which the economic maintenance of the car depends is its lubrication. A properly established 
lubrication system makes it possible to achieve the following three savings, the importance of which cannot escape 
you:  

Economical of repairs. - Elimination of any lubrication accident, thus minimizing the risk of repairs due to defective 
lubrication; 

Economies in the depreciation of the car and extension of its duration. - The value of your car and the maximum 
satisfaction it can give you depend on the state of preservation of its vital components: engine, gear change, rear 
deck. Proper lubrication effectively protects them from wear and tear and damage, thus extending their life. 

Fuel economy. - Poor lubrication leads to excessive fuel consumption. A properly lubricated engine gives its 
maximum power with the lowest fuel consumption. 

None of these benefits can be realized if your car is not properly lubricated [L94]. 

 

Fig. 1-1) Longitudinal section of the engine block [L94]. 

A. B. Drain plug - C. Bucket feed manifold - E. Clutch - F. Adjustments - J. Oil dipstick and filler neck - M. Engine - P. Oil pump - R. 
Filler plug - V. Gearbox. 

B.  

 

Fig. 1-2) Engine cross section [L94]. 

 

 



Engine 

The cylinder block has a cast iron cylinder head insert easily detachable for access and cleaning the combustion chambers. The cast 
pistons with two rings at the top and a bottom, equipped with a row of holes in the oil return 3rd segment . Its crankshaft is supported 
by two bronze bearings and crank pin journaled in crossheads also furnished with bronze bushes. 

Lubrication is provided by splash except for the rear bearing which is lubricated under pressure directly. The oil in the oil pan is sucked 
by a vane pump situated below the rear bearing and directly controlled by it. It displaces a portion of the oil in the rear bearing and 
secondly in a manifold provided with four nozzles which open into the sump troughs placed under each big end. The oil level is kept 
constant in the troughs a weir system provided on each of them. 

Each connecting rod carries a beak that at every turn of the engine, just dip a certain amount in the corresponding trough. The oil thus 
taken by the beak portion penetrates inside the big end, with the recess of the beak and to the opening provided in the lower half of the 
bearing, and projects a portion into the interior of the housing where it forms a mist which fills completely and all pistons, cylinders, 
cam shafts, piston pins, etc. 

Part of the projected oil and is deposited on the walls of the casing and comes congregate in small cups provided above the motor 
bearings and fed constantly under low load. Another part of the oil flows along the rods and penetrates inside pads crossheads with 
holes provided for this purpose on the body of the gudgeon pin, thus ensuring lubrication of these additional pads. The timing gear 
positioned forward of the engine and enclosed in a sealed casing is lubricated by an outlet on the bypass manifold for supplying oil to 
the troughs [L39]. 

The sump tank shape and has a capacity of 3 litres. 

   

Filling is by a filler which is located on the left side of the engine housing. The cap of the filler contains a dipstick (each division 
corresponds to one litre), which indicates the amount of oil contained in the sump. At the front of the housing and to the left is a valve 
level around which we must always keep the oil level. Never let the level down below the lower line on the dipstick. 

Simply, moreover to comply with directions of the plate attached to the left leg of the housing. 

It is absolutely essential to use thin oil in winter and summer half-fluid (see oil recommendations). 

The oil for use losing some of its qualities, in particular under the action of the temperature and gas passages and water vapour in the 
housing and also charging of impurities, renewal is required at regular intervals [L39]. To this end, completely change the crankcase oil 
every 700 miles. You only need to do is unscrew the sump plug located below the sump housing. However we advise you to first drain 
the engine oil about 350 miles after the service the car. 

 

VERY IMPORTANT. - After each drain and after filling the casing, make sure: 

That the oil is flowing through the tap level on the left side and in front of the crankcase. This valve ensures that a higher level 
corresponding to the top line of the gauge to ensure supply after emptying and filling the packing in some oil troughs for the big ends. 

The oil pump works well. To do this, unscrew the screwed plug in bronze which is on the front of the crankcase, height and tap next 
level indicated above. Start the Engine and accelerate slightly. At this time the oil must escape through the outlet port. Otherwise add 
another litre of oil in the crankcase and if the pump still does not deliver prime by injecting one or two syringes of oil through the port. 

Also take care to replace caps and taps to the closed position before driving. 

Note: Tip for re-priming the pump: take a piece of nylon hose of about 10 mm outside, grind it in a bevel shape so that it screws a little 
into the hole of the gallery and connect an oil can to it.  

MG 29/06/20 


